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FOOD SHARING AND SOCIABILITY
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The distribution and consumption
of food is ti ed to soci ab iii ty. The
sharing of food with others pro
motes sociability and flows from
it as a consequence. One way to
express affect between friends is
to offer to share food. Food shar
ing implies intimacy. Extensive
food sharing occurs with close
friends and relatives and with
those with whom one wants to in
crease intimacy. I t is an integral
part of courti ng of a potenti al
mate or a sexual partner, and an
avenue for reaching business asso
ciates. Food sharing and sociable
consumption in celebrati ng rites
of passage, in marriage, death,
religious ceremonies, in entertain
ing foreign leaders, and in poli
tical campaigning supports and ac
celerates the growth of social ad
justment and sol i dari ty.

Although food appears to have
a sociabi I ity function, there are
species in which food has only a
nutritive function. Imagine a p'at
tern in which each human kept
individual food supplies, and ate
in isolation. Or think of a wed
ding celebration where the celeb
ran t s not on Iy b rough t the i r ow n
food and drink, individually, but
also consumed it secretly and in
private. I n modern society, the
consumption of alcohol is more
readi I y accepted when consumed
in social drinking, than when
taken in sol itude. The, question
is: "Since there are private meth
ods of consuming food, why do
humans share food and consume it
socially?" The most immediate an
swer is: "Because it is more plea
sant to do so," or "Because that
is what many human cultures
teach." In an evolutionary pers
pect i ve, such answers prov i de on
ly parti al sol utions. The next que
stion is: "Why is it more pleas
ant, and why do human cultures
teach food sociabi I ity?" We wi II
examine an evolutionary answer.

EVOLUTION AND FOOD SOCIABILITY
Recently sociologists, anthropolo

gists, and zoologists have begun
to apply a neo-Darwinian solution
to the study of human social beha
vior (Barrash 1977). The basic
premise is that human social beha
vior, like human anatomy and
physiology has some genetic bas
is, or proceeds as if it has such
a basis, and isa part of evolu
t ion a ry se Iec t ion. The " as if" is
important since the determination
of actual evidence for or against
the genetic basis of human social
behavior is both difficult and con
trovers i a I • Here, we come to the
heart of evolutionary approaches
to human social behavior and food
sociability. We will consider how
human food shari ng may have ev
01 ved because of its benefi ts for
survival, reproduction, and rear
i ng of the young.

Assume that there are two types
of humans. One type displays a
social food sharing pattern, and
they are called sharers. The oth
er type eat in isolation, and are
called isolates. Assume that wheth
er a person is a sharer or an
isolate is determined in part by
a genetic mechanism, or one that
functions as if it were genetic.
Evol utionary theory suggests that
if one of these two strategies
yields greater fitness for surviv
al, it is likely to be found in
greater relative frequency in lat
er generations. If the original r?l
tio of sharers to isolates is 50:
50, and sharers receive more fit
ness benefits, their ratio should
increase over the isolates.

The idea of fitness has a very
specific meaning for evolutionists.
A behavior produces greater fit
ness and adapt i ve va I ue thcan an
a I tern a t i ve stra teg y for t he same
problem, if it allows its bearers
to produce more offspri ng, and to
rear them to maturity. If the food
use pattern of sharers allows
them to better meet the prob Iems
and requirements of reproduction
and rearing, then we say that
the sharing pattern is more adap
ti ve, and is more fi t than the
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isolate pattern. This is essentialy
what Dawrin suggested.

More recent theory has added a
new twist, implying that the bas
ic unit of selection in evolution
is not the group or species, or
even the individual. I t is the ge
netic unit. Darwin's type of fit
ness has been labeled individual
fitness and the processes involved
in it are individual selection. In
addition, if an individual enga
ges in behavior which does not
benefi t him di rect I y, but ra ther,
helps his relatives to reproduce
and bear, such behavior may also
be selected. If some individuals
share much of their food with
close relatives, it is possible that
they may actually hurt their own
fitness, but increase tha t of the
relatives. The genetic fitness that
accrues due to increased reproduc
tive and rearing success of relat
ives is called kin component fit
ness, and the selection advantage
of such fitness is called kin selec
tion. The sum of individuar-an-d
kin component fitness is called in
cfusive fitness. It is not assumed
that individuals consciously de
sire individual and kin fitness,
but they act as if they do.

The question of why humans
share food becomes: "How might
food sharing yield greater inclu
sive fitness than an isolate pat
tern?" In humans, the ratio of
sharers to isolates is rather
high, particularly in comparison
to other primate species. Is it
possible that sharing was selected
in human evolution because of its
benefits for inclusive fitness?

To avoid circularity and unfals
ifiability of propositions, evolu
tionists make specific hypotheses
which can be tested with empiric
al data. We will evaluate the evo
lutionary significance of food sha
ring by making specific predic
tions. I f the soci al shari ng of
food contributes to inclusive fit
ness, one wou Id expect certa in
patterns. Obviously, sharing with
unrelated persons, and giving
food away when one is starving
are unlikely evolutionary patterns.

Although we began with observa
tion of patterns in modern indus
trial societies evolutionary propos
itions are often tested in other
contexts. Modern industrial adap
tations are so new in the frame
of human evolution that some theo
rists argue that inclusive fitness
of human patterns which have ev
olved through almost 5 mi II ion
years of human and hominid life
cannot be found in industrial set
tings. Humans may behave in
ways which are not particularly
adaptive in industrial societies,
but which would induce fitness in
the hunter gatherer societies
where humans have lived for all
but the last 10,000 years. I t is
useful to compare humans with the
primates with whom we share phyl
ogeneti c trai ts, and with soci a I
carnivores, which, as hunters, we
share the same ecologic niche
(Schaller & Lowther 1969). We will
compare food patterns of human
hunter ga therers with those of
other animal species.

With whom should humans be
willing to share food? To the ex
tent that evolutionary success of
behavior is influenced by kin sel
ection, as well as individual sel
ection, people should be more will
ing to share with close relatives
than with more distant relatives.

The distribution of food seems
to proceed along kinship lines in
many hunter gatherer societies.
I n some groups, such as the
!Kung, a person who is sick and
cannot get food independently wi II
get if from a close relative (Mar
shall 1976). Humans seem to give
food to close relatives in a pat
tern of generalized reciprocity,
without keeping accounts of who
owes what to whom. More distant
relatives and friends are treated
with balanced reciprocity, where
the return of equ i va lent benefi t
is expected. Finally, enemies are
often accorded negative reciproci
ty, which means that the individu
a I gets as much and gives as
I ittle as possible in return (Sah
lins 1972). Similar patterns exist
among carnivores such as wolves
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or I ions (Mech 1970; Bertram
1976). But non-human primates do
not share food very much, even
among close kin.

These results are problematic
because it is unclear to what ex
tent human social definitions of
kinship actually p.arallel genetic
rei a tedness. If soci a I desi gnations
of kinship are constructed without
any reference to genetic simi lari
ty, then sharing with social kin
may not produce the fi tness ef
fects of genetic kin a I truism. This
is an open issue which is rarely
investigated in preliterate socie
ties (Keesing 1975).

An important contribution to the
evolutionary theory of altruism
would be to calculate genetic rela
tedness in various groups of hum
ans and other animals to find
whether greater genetic simi larity
is correlated with greater reciproc
al resource sharing. Such estim
a tes are rare, and Bertram t s
(1976) estimate of kin relatedness
among lions in a pride, indicate
that such analysis is difficult.
Perhaps the best estimate for hum
ans can be made in industrial
societies where kinship definitions
are closely tied to actual related
ness, and birth records are avai l
ab Ie for a documented check. The
difficulty with evolutionary analy
sis of human social behavior is
the dearth of appropri ate data,
and the expense of collecting new
data.

ABILITY TO USE SHARED FOOD
A successfu I evol utionary strategy
of food sharing is to give food to
those who can put it to effect i ve
fitness use. I t should be given to
relatives who can produce and
rear offspring. In one hunter ga
therer group, the Hadza, food sha
ring is considered desirable, bUt
is obligatory with respect to preg
nant women (Woodburn 1968). As
suming ~t least a moderate level
of relatedness in small hunter
gatherer groups, giving food to
pregnant women is a strategy
wh i ch a II oca tes resou rces where
they can do the most reproducti ve

good.
Another expected pa ttern is tha t

sharing with those who have little
potential for further reproduction,
such as the aged, will be limit
ed, at least under conditions of
scarcity. While recent social move
ments in some modern societies
have stressed the care and suppor
tive treatment of the elderly, old
people in many prel iterate socie
ties are less likely to receive
food and other resources (Glascock
& Feinman).

When food is sufficient, old
people are more I ikely to receive
it, since such sharing does not
detract from food to be used by
reproductively capable relatives.
But when conditions are harsh,
old people are unl ikely to receive
food. Thus, among Eskimos, old
people receive more food in coast
al communities, where food is
more abundant, than in the harsh
er envi ronments of in I and sett Ie
ments (Stefansson 1914).

Even when the environment ex
erts strong selection pressure, old
people and others of low reproduc
tive value may still receive food
if they can give something in re
turn. Where we confront the issue
of reciprocal altruism (Trivers
1971). Kin al truism benefits a soc
iety t s geneti c future because the
recipients are genetically simi lar,
and can produce offspri ng who
are genetically similar. If the re
cipient is either not "genetically
simi lar, or cannot produce and
rear offspri ng, shari ng resources
is only beneficial if the recipient
can offer something in return, to
increase the donor's inclusive fit
ness.

Old men are less I ikely to re
ceive food than old women in some
preliterate societies. Old women
can often aid younger people eith
er in child care or in gathering,
but old men do not make corres
ponding contributions to hunting
(Marshall 1976). It seems that the
skills which old men can offer
are more limited by old age than
are the ski lis of old women. Old
age impairs hunting ability more
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than gathering ability.
One ethnograph reports that

while sons would willingly share
food with their old mothers, they
were more rei uctan t to share with
their old fathers. I t was also
noted that older widowed women
were prized as wives by younger
men for their knowledge and ski II
in gathering. There was no men
tion of the participation of old
men in hunting (Hart &- Pilling
1960) •

FOOD ACCESSIBILITY AND
RELIABILITY When hunter gather
ers share food in everyday situa
tions, it is usually meat that is
shared. The shari ng of ga thered
vegetables, fruits, berries, and
nuts is not a central feature of
human food use. Although hunter
gatherer societies have developed
elaborate rules for the distribu
tionof meat, the sharing of vege
table food is not so closely regul
a ted. How does th i s pa ttern fi t
with the evolutionist's prediction
for an adapt i ve pa ttern of food
sharing?

First, we note that social carni
vores, such as hyenas, I ions, and
wolves, share meat extensively
(Kruuk 1972; Schaller 1972; Mech
1970). Animals that have succeed
ed in killing game will allow oth
er members of thei r group to ea t
from the cal"'cass. Some carn i-
vores, such as wol ves or w"i I d
dogs, wi II eat meat from a ki II,
and then travel to where the
young are cached to share regur
gitated food with both the young
and those adults who have stayed
with the young (Lawick Goodall
1965). It seems that the unique
ness of human food shari ng among
primate species relates to the fact
that humans consume a much high
er proportion of meat than other
primates, who are almost exclus
ively vegetarian. Other primates
eat mostly fruits and vegetables,
which they consume individually,
on the spot. In comparison, hum
ans eat and share a moderate
amount of meat, although not near
ly as much as the social carni-

vore species. The factors of meat
consumpt ion tha t seem to be re
lated to the evolutionary signifi
cance of human food shari ng are
accessibili~y and reliability. Vege
table food is relatively easy for
most individuals to find, includ
ing the immature young. Meat is
relatively inaccessable to human
females and the young, and is
marked by a I imited success rate
for adult male hunters. An evolu
tionary theory of food sharing
wou I d expect tha t food character
ized by low reliability, sometimes
caught by one individual, and
sometimes by another, would be
especially subject to food shar
ing. We would also expect food
that is inaccessible to some indivi
duals, but important to their nutr
itional health, to be especially
prized as objects of food shar
ing. It is reasonable to predict
that food of low accessibi I ity and
low reliability will be more exten
sively shared when food readi Iy
available and accessible.

Compare the situation of human
hunter gatherers to that of non
human primates and social carni
vores. The nonhuman primates eat
food that is reliable, accessible
to almost all, and easy to obtain
through individual effort. The re
latively small proportion of pri
mate diet made up of game meat
is much more I ikely to be shared
with others, since it is rarely
obtained.

On the other hand, social carni
vores have almost dietary reliance
on poorly accessible and unreli
able food sources. Their eating
activities are characterized by
much social consumption and shar
ing of meat obtained at any given
time by a few individuals. Spec
ies which consume food that is of
limited accessibility and is unre
liable ~s a supply, and which is
best acquired though cooperative
ventures, are most Ii kel y to share
food.

Human hunter gatherers have a
diet which falls between that of
other primates and the social car
nivores. Their food sharing behav-
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ior is quite extensive overall, but
is more developed concerning
meat. Thus, it seems that a spec
ies which consumes both easi Iy ac
cessible and rei iable food as well
as foods more difficult to acquire,
shows greater sharing. In modern
human society, meat does not ap
pear to be any more shared than
vegetable foods. This pattern sug
gests that meat is not inherently
inaccessable and unreliable. In
hunter gatherer societies, meat is
difficult to obtain. In more recent
post-neolithic societies, both plant
and animal species consumed by
humans have been domesticated.
The resu It is that meat has been
made more accessible and its sup
ply has become more reliable.
Since meat and vegetable foods
are about equally reliable and ac
cessible, simi lar levels of sharing
are predicted by evolutionary the
ory.

SOCIAL CONSUMPTION BENEFITS
While the sharing of food seems

to have significant nutritional va
lue, its social consumption ap
pears to be of secondary impor
tance. Why do we consume food
together? I t may be tha t such
social consumption of food gives
individuals the opportunity to de
termine what foods are safe. It
may be a learning experience of
special significance for the inex
perienced young.

I n human societies food sharing
brings people closer together.
This effect is perhaps due to the
association of consumption with
distribution of shared food. Social
solidarity effects of eating bread
and meat together may have emerg
ed from the advantageous practice
of sharing food.

The usual sociological explana
tion of sharing and other prosoc
ial behaviors is that these behav
iors are learned. Why are they
learned so easily, and why do
they occur in these pa tterns?
Whi Ie the learning paradigm is
important to a social science un
derstanding of social phenomena,
the evolutionary approach can pro-

v ide added ins i ghts by tak i ng up
questions which the more conven
tional learning paradigm fails to
answer.
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